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Abstract 

In the past decade, the advancement in technology has increased the manufacturing of 

mobile devices and other gadgets that depend on internal battery power. Where 

battery recharging is one of the most discussed issues about them. Evidently, it 

requires a solution that goes with the fast pace lifestyle, and the technology 

development. From there, the concept of the Green Smart Library Station was found. 

Combining public phone chargers, and a digital library for the first time in smart 

stations. The station is a senior project, aims to develop electrical system design with 

smart and modern solutions. Powering the station by solar energy based on calculated 

power load, digital simulation and specifies measurements in a laboratory with 

respect to different weather scenarios. Plus, it delivers green solutions by using 

renewable energy sources and digital books. 

Keywords: digital library, chargers, solar energy, public station 
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Introduction 

Motivation 

Reading is a huge issue worldwide. Where in this non-stopping fast age, 

reading from printed books gets harder and more insufficient. Audio and e-books on 

the other hand, allows a convenient multitasking yet it is very uncommon within local 

communities due to either small numbers of Arabic audio books available to users, or 

lack of marketing. Libraries themselves are very few, and there are almost 

no libraries available in remote areas; thus the people in these areas don’t have access 

to read or find any books. Moreover they don’t have enough electricity to run a 

library.  

  Recently, according to Arab News, Saudi Arabia consumes three times more 

electricity than the world average (20). It comes in the third place for Electricity 

consumption per capita directly after Qatar and Australia. The Electricity 

consumption is, unfortunately, increasing since 1980, and it grew by 9% in 2012 

compared with the previous year (20).  Saudi Arabia is blessed to have abundant 

amount of wind and solar renewable energy resources. However, the country makes 

negligible use of its renewable energy resources, and most its electricity is generated 

from the combustion of fossil fuels (3). 

Therefore, in this capstone project, we intend to use the free energy sources 

we have here, especially solar energy according to the Saudi Arabia environment. 

This aligns with the 2030 vision for the kingdom.  It also serves a higher aim of 

raising awareness within the community regarding different reading methods. It is 

valuable in many aspects; as this project helps the environment produce energy from a 

clean green power supply, it helps the environment in reducing pollution, and reduces 

the annual cost for electricity use. Moreover, this capstone project does provide more 
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than just a direct consumer service using solar energy. 

Objectives 

   

 

We aim to design and build a self-powered green smart station that can be 

used by the public to recharge their smart devices (figure 1) and get access to free 

digital libraries (figure 2). The station should be capable of providing 8 outlets (USB 

outputs) to recharge smart device (figure 3) and 4 build-in Kindles. We want to power 

and maintain the station for 24 hours. Additionally, we aim to show the reliability of 

the solar energy against the normal one in the kingdom, as well as showing the 

efficiency of renewable energy in our country.  The project will be built in Effat 

University campus to test its validity and forecast its usage percentage. It would be a 

great chance to hear the feedback from the students to be able to improve and enhance 

the project in the future. 

Figure 1 Low battery Figure 2 Reading with tablets Figure 3 USB outlets 
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Problem Statement & Methodology   
  

 

In Jeddah, in public areas, there is a lack of powering station that can be used 

by the public to recharge their devices (figure 4); also there are no free digital libraries 

for the public. Thus, we propose a smart station that is self-powered using the solar 

energy, which can provide these services to the public for 24 hours. The features of 

this station can by manipulated to match the requirements for each area, as it can be 

built for universities, hospitals, companies, government agencies, or any other 

industry (figure 5). 

Capabilities of Students  

Since the team members are Electrical and Computer Engineering students 

and have studied several courses covered topics related to this project; the team 

members will be able to understand the different aspects needed to implement this 

project including Complex Electrical Circuits, and System Integration. The project 

scope is mainly laid in Renewable Energy field, yet it also covers many areas as 

Power Systems, Control, Computer Simulation, and Power Electronics since we have 

DC regulators and Inverters.  

Figure 4 smart devices run out of battery 

Figure 5 Usage of smart devices at work 
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The renewable Energy field is a common interest of all engineering majors; 

the contribution in such area is always needed as it helps the world go green with 

clean energy. Therefore, the team is keen to take the chance forward to construct a 

green energy power supply source (Solar Energy) and to develop the design in hope 

to contribute to the development of the renewable energy field. 
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Literature Review and Design Evaluation 

History of Digital Libraries and Solar Stations 

In ancient Egypt, humans used papyrus to document data and history (32). For 

Centuries afterward until previous decade, knowledge was documented in papers and 

books mainly. Nowadays in the digital era, the cost and space of creating and storing 

books are minimized. Where data that used to fill libraries doesn’t require more than a 

small hardware device. Regardless of the roll of digital books, many people picture 

paper books first instead of digital books when the word “book” is heard. It goes for 

books related community projects too, where the focus is on sharing paper books 

instead of digital, although the second one is more feasible. The closest example to 

this station is seen in the poor neighborhoods of New York, where a truck would 

move around street crosses and share paper books with everyone for free. Other than 

that, there are no similar projects found that aims to share digital books with the 

public in outdoor locations. 

On the other hand, similar stations have been established around the world that 

focuses on offering seating spots and personal electronics chargers powered by solar 

energy. Some of these stations were built with respect to functionality and rigidity 

only. Some others were focusing on creating artistic design too. Few of designed 

found during data collecting were designed for senior projects in different universities 

similar to this project (25).  
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For instance, three students from the University of Texas did Solar Charging Station 

Project in Fall 2014 (figure 6). Its main physical features are offering nine seats with 

shaded tables, Wi-Fi service, six USB charging ports, and LED lighting. Electrically 

it has three 245 Watt solar panels to be 735 Watt total, AC inverter for 12 110VAC 

electrical outlets, and 300 Ah 24V battery bank to store energy collected from solar 

panels. Plus the whole system is monitored by Solar Data Logging System / App (30). 

 

 4MS Studio (Figure 7) did a similar project named Solar Pump Charger 

Powers Portable Electronics. Its main electrical features were LED digital display, to 

Figure 6 Charging station (30) 

Figure 7 Solar Pump Charger (25) 
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show solar panel and battery voltage. With 4 solar panels charge the up to 4 deep 

cycle 100AH 12V batteries creating a 24V system. Using Morningstar charge 

controller, using RS-232 for data transmission to the digital display module, and AC 

inverter to supply 110VAC GFCI outlet for safe usage (25). 

 

The Smart Palm (Figure 8) is one of the latest stations being artistically designed and 

installed all along Kite Beach and other locations within Dubai City. Just as previous 

stations, it provides LED lighting, Wi-Fi service, seating area, and charging cables 

powered by solar panels. It also has some unique features like Surveillance camera; 

touch screen, smart info application, and advertisement panels (24). 

Solar Panels 

          Solar energy generated from the sun as a source of a clean, free, efficient, and 

sustainable form of energy. This type of energy is an alternative to the fossil fuels that 

are known to pollute the air and water, harmful to public health, and contribute to 

global warming. Neglect to make use of the solar energy and apply this in various 

industries will introduce to a great loss to the present and future generations (26). 

 

Figure 8 The Palm Station 
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      The amount of energy derived from the sun on the surface of the earth is 

enormous. All the eath’s energy reserves: coal, oil, and natural gas is equivalent to the 

solar energy only within a total of 20 days sunshine. Over the earth's atmosphere, the 

sun's energy (sunlight) is estimated to contain about 1,300W/m2. About 30% of this 

light is reflected back into space, with some absorbed by the atmosphere. As the 

sunlight reaches the earth's surface, the energy drops to about 1,000 watts per square 

meter at noontime on a day without clouds. When an average is performed for the 

whole surface of the earth, every square meter in a day collects an equivalent energy 

of 4.2kWh per day or a barrel of oil per year (3). 

 

          In the desert, in which there is a very dry air and less cloud formation the most 

sunlight is received. This is estimated to be more than six kilowatt-hours per day per 

square meter.  The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in where most of the land area is a 

desert is a primary area for utilizing solar energy. Sunlight varies at many places due 

to the season and thus, sunlight – the solar energy application can be done in different 

ways.  

Passive Solar Energy Usage 

     Lighting buildings is one simple and practical use of solar energy using the 

daylight year-round. Capturing the sun's heat at a maximum during winter and 

minimum during summer in a building is achieved through the building design. 

Residential as well as commercial buildings contribute a large percentage of the 

electric energy demand of a certain area. Buildings designed with due consideration to 

the varying seasons in a year are utilizing inert solar energy without any powered 

means fro lighting and cooling. Buildings constructed with the sun in mind can be 
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comfortable and beautiful places to live and work. Adoption of better insulation, solar 

design, and more efficient appliances could reduce this demand by 60 to 80%.  

     Simple building  are designed facing some directions and having their windows 

facing the western side as well as taking advantage of cooling breezes in the summer 

are inexpensive yet providing improvements to the comfort and efficiency of a home.  

 

 

Figure 9 Passive solar home plans 

 

Figure 10 Another passive solar home plans 

Solar heat Collectors 

     Apart from using design features to maximize the use of the sunlight, some 

buildings are built with systems that actively collects and store energy from the sun. 

Solar collectors, for example, mounted on the rooftops of buildings to collect solar 

energy for space cooling, water heating, and space heating.  Majority of the solar 

collectors are large and flat boxes painted black on the inside and covered with glass. 

In the most basic design, pipes in the box carry liquids that transfer the heat from the 

box into the building. Hot liquid (usually a mixture of water and alcohol to prevent 

freezing) is used for heating water in a tank or is passed via radiators that heat the air. 
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Figure 11 flat-plate collectors 

 

     Solar heat canbe also used for powering a cooling system. In desiccant 

evaporators, heat from a solar collector is used to extract moisture out of the air. 

When the air becomes dry, it also becomes cooler. The hot moist air is separated from 

the cooler air and vented to the outside. Another method is an absorption chiller. A 

refrigerant is heated by solar energy. Under pressure; the pressure expands when it is 

released, it expands, and threby cooling the air surrounding it. This is how air 

conditioners  and conventional refrigerators work, and it's a particularly efficient 

method for cooling homes or office since buildings need cooling during the hottest 

part of the day. These systems are currently being used in the USA at humid 

southeastern climates. 

Solar Thermal Concentrating Systems (STCS) 

      When mirrors and lenses are arranged in such a way as to focus sun’s rays, solar 

thermal systems can produce very high temperatures as high as 3,000 degrees Celsius. 

This powerful heat can be utilized in industrial applications or to produce electricity. 

There are three nain configurations of solar designs: parabolic troughs, parabolic 

dishes, and central receivers. The most common is the parabolic receiver in which 
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curved mirrors concentrate the sunlight on a tube carrying a liquid and runs alongside 

the mirror. The liquid, usualy around 300 degrees Celsius, flows to a central collector, 

where it is used to generate steam that powers an electric turbine. 

Dishes can achieve much higher temperatures, and so, in principle, they   are capable 

of producing electricity more efficiently. But owing to their complexity, they have not 

succeeded outside of demonstration projects. 

 

 

Figure 12 Parabolic trough concentrators 

 

Figure 13 parabolic dish collectors with a mirror-like reflectors and an absorber at the focal point 

       A more hopeful dissimilarity uses a Stirling engine to emit power. The difference 

from  a car engine, aStirling engine emits heat by use of reflectors outside the parts of 
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the engine. These Dish-Stirling generators yield about 30 kilowatts of power, and a 

good replacement for disel generatos in those areas far away. 

 

 

Figure 14 Solar Stirling engine 

     A central receiver is another type of concentrating system. Such a system utilizes a 

power tower filled with water that is heated using mirrors. The powerful heat boils 

water and thereby produce steam that can drive a several megawatt generators at the 

base of the tower. Residential uses for solar heating include hot water, washers and 

dryers, furnaces or boilers, floor heating, indoor swimming pools and hot tubs or 

Jacuzzis. Commercial uses for solar heating include hot water, food processing and 

manufacturing, commercial laundries, space and floor heating, and industrial process 

heat. 
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Voltage Generation Solar Systems (Photovoltaic) (Solar Cells) 

            In 1839, a French scientist,  Edmund Becquerel, found that certain materials 

would give off a spark of electricity when struck with sunlight. Then a Polish scientist 

- Jan Czochralski, discovered Silicon material, which is a semi-conductor, consisting 

of conductors and insulation materials (22). In the 1950s, scientists at Bell Labs went 

back to the technology and, by using silicon, they produced solar cells that could 

convert four percent of the energy in sunlight directly into electricity. Within few 

years, these photovoltaic (PV) cells were powering spaceships and satellites (5).  

Solar Cells Functionality 

 

Figure 15 Photovoltaic cell 

Majority of the PV systems are made up of individual square cells which on average 

size are about four inches on each side. Every cell produce a small amount of  power 

(less than two watts). As a result, they are usually grouped together in modules. 

Modules can also be grouped into larger panels enclosed in plastic or glass material 

which protect them against weather, and these panels, in turn, are either used as 

separate units or grouped into even larger arrays (16).  
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       Sunlight is made of particles called photons. As these particles hit the silicon 

molecules of the solar cell, it is transformed to detached electrons, separating from the 

other photon particles (22). The photons, which are white ball like particles 

activate/energized and collide with each other. As this collision rate increases, the 

solar cells collects or build-up the electrons, converting it into electric current energy. 

Solar cells silicon molecules are organized together in the process (16). Two separate 

sorts of silicon are made. First is n-type, which has save electrons, and second p-type, 

which is missing electrons, leaving "gaps" in the spaces. When these p and n type 

materials are placed side by side inside a solar cell, the n-type silicon spare electrons 

jump over  from n-type to p-type to fill the gaps in the p-type silicon. Consequently,  

the n-type silicon becomes positively charged while the p-type silicon is negatively 

charged, and in the process creating an electric field across the cell (22). Because 

silicon is a semi- conductor, it can act as insulator, maintaining this imbalance. As the 

photons crush the electrons of the silicon particles, this field drives them along in a 

precise way, giving the electric presence, thus electric energy is created (16). 

The most common solar panels are for 12V applications. To attain that voltage, 24 

cells would be enough. However, for charging batteries and circumstances where 

there is a need to compensate for voltage drops due to various factors, a PV panel 

usually contains between 28 and 40 cells for a higher voltage. Solar panels and the 

elements inside the panel need to be protected from humidity (22). 

PV Types 

      The three basic types of solar cells produced from silicon cells are amorphous, 

single-crystal,and  polycrystalline (5). 

Single-crystal cells are made of long cylinders and sliced into round or hexagonal 

wafers. While this process is energy-intensive and with wasteful of materials. It 
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produces the highest-efficiency cells (as high as 25% in some lab tests). Because 

these high-efficiency cells are more expensive, they are sometimes used in 

combination with concentrators such as mirrors or lenses. Concentrating systems can 

be used to boost efficiency to approximately 30 percent. Single-crystal comprise 29% 

of the global market for PV (22).  

      Polycrystalline cells are manufactured  from molten silicon cast that is drawn into 

sheets, and then subdivided into squares. While production costs are lower, the 

efficiency of the cells is lower too (around 11-15 percent). Since the cells are square, 

they can be easily packed more closely together. Polycrystalline cells comprise 62% 

of the global PV market.  

     Amorphous silicon (a-Si) is a radically different approach. Silicon is essentially 

sprayed onto a glass or metal surface in thin films, making the whole module in one 

step. This approach is by far the least expensive, but it results in very low efficiencies 

(only about 8-10 percent).  

     Some raw materials, other than silicon, are under development, such as gallium 

arsenide (Ga-As), V, and copper-indium-diselenide (CuInSe2). These materials not 

only offer higher efficiencies but they also exhibit other interesting properties, 

including the ability to manufacture amorphous cells that are sensitive to different 

parts of the light spectrum. By stacking cells into multiple layers, they can capture 

more of the available light. Although a-Si accounts for only five percent of the global 

market, it appears to be the most promising for future cost reductions and growth 

potential (22).  
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Advantages of Generating Electricity via Solar Panel 

Cost Benefits 

       When the cost of connecting remote locations to the mains electricity is 

expensive, solar energy becomes a cost-effective alternative. Costs of PV systems 

have come down 25 fold over the last 20 years and are now often the most cost 

effective in applications such as remote areas including cabins and resorts. In remote 

locations, connecting to the grid is prohibitively expensive, making an alternative 

power system a necessity. A renewable energy system requiring an inverter 

application is economically viable in most situations, as the cost of extending grid 

wiring to a remote location can cost anywhere from $20,000 to $80,000 per mile. A 

full-scale renewable energy system with an inverter to supply AC power to the house 

is a cost-effective solution to this problem. 

      Utilities, too, are looking at the cost benefits of solar power in addition to having a 

better, nature-friendly image with consumers, and a more stable cost structure (5).  

Environmental Benefits 

      Natural disaster costs soar to another world record. Violent weather cost the world 

a record $130 Billion in the first eleven months of 1998. Institutes and scientists 

blame deforestation and climate change from Earth warming for much of the loss. 

Previously, rising carbon emissions were once a measure of economic growth and 

development. By end of 1994, estimates suggest the atmosphere contained 4 billion 

more tons of carbon compared with just 12 months earlier.  

Disadvantages of using solar cells 

       During stormy or cloudy days, since there is a minimal amount of sunlight, there 

is a limitation to the generated electricity output. Solar investors are needed for the 
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conversion of the Direct Current (DC) power that is stored in solar cells into 

Alternating Current (AC) power for its application in various power demands. Solar 

cells efficiency is low, around (14%-25%) compared to the efficiency levels of other 

renewable energy systems. Initial installation of solar panels is considered as a high 

cost (5). 

Solar Trackers 

           Some designs use sophisticated panel mounts called "trackers" that follow the 

path of the sun during the day to increase efficiency. These automatic systems  have 

been shown to be capable of increasing output by 50% in the summer and 20% in 

snowy winters. 

PV Power Generation 

              1m2 of solar panels can produce up to 300w of  uninterupted maintenance-

free power for up to thirty years. They even work on diffuse light on overcast days 

with less output. The voltage generated by PV panels remains almost the same 

irrespective of the weather conditions. However, the power (watts) and the current 

(amps) will vary (5). 

           The most important variable to consider when planning a photovoltaic 

installation is the power output, and energy harvested which depends on five factors: 

• Panels Peak power (measured in peak-watts)  

• Light intensity, angle of exposure to the sun  

• Number of hours exposed to the sun  

• Weather condition 

• Solar panel efficiency 
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Solar cells characteristics 

A solar panel is normally characterized by its several parameters, these 

parameters include: 

• Maximum power output 

• Maximum power point voltage 

• Maximum power point current 

• Open circuit voltage 

• Nominal voltage 

• Short circuit current 

• Efficiency (defined as power output over total electrical incident power) 

• Size (measured as the height by the width) 

• Technology 

Table below shows an example from an actual PV datasheet.  

 

Table 1 SW 290-310 mono wob PV specifications values 

PV Voltage and current 

           A single solar cell usually  generates approximately 0.5 volts, irrespective of its 

size. To achieve higher voltages, multiple cells are connected in series. To obtain a 
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higher current output, multiple PV in Parallel. Current is directly proportional to size 

of the cell.  

Causes of Output Voltage Drop 

      At high temperature, unlike thermal solar energy, PV efficiency drops when it's 

very hot. Thus, in tropical climates, higher voltage panels must be chosen. Another 

cause of voltage drop is using long wires. It's important to keep the wiring between 

your panels and other parts of your installation as short as possible. Diodes can also 

cause small voltage drops.  

Other causes are related to surrounding conditions, like weather (cloud cover, 

fog…etc.), and angle of the sun's rays falling on the PV. Sunlight should fall 

perpendicularly on the panel for best performance. The figure below shows the 

change in a typical PV performance due to variation in solar incident power. 

 

 

Figure 16 Module current vs. module voltage for different incident solar power 

Energy Storage 

      A key component for creating sustainable energy systems is energy storage. Wind 

turbines and solar photovoltaic, green energy technologies, can generate energy in a 
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sustainable and environmentally friendly manner. However, their discontinuous 

nature prevents them from becoming a continuous primary energy source. Energy 

storage mechanisms have the potential to offset the discontinuity problem of 

renewable energy sources by storing the generated energy and making it accessible 

upon demand. 

      During daytime, solar panels will be subjected to direct sunlight and in turn 

produce electric energy. This energy will drive all charging outlets, Kindle devices, 

and lights. At nighttime, the solar panels will no longer produce any electric energy. 

Thus there will be a need for an alternative electric source that can drive the whole 

station and does not depend on sunlight. The source could be a rechargeable electric 

storage device or any other electric power generation mechanism that could work at 

night.   

      Using a rechargeable electric storage device would continuously allow the station 

to store any excess electric energy harvested by the solar panels during day time for 

use at night time.   

 Energy Storage Mechanisms 

      Energy can be stored using different mechanisms. These mechanisms can be 

classified according to the form of energy used (15). The forms of energy storage are 

mechanical, electrochemical, chemical, electrical and thermal.  
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Figure 17 Classification of energy storage mechanisms according to energy form 

          Electrochemical and electrical energy storage mechanisms are among the most 

commonly used mechanisms. Storage systems of the two mechanisms are widely used 

and readily available in the market. Batteries are the most common among the 

electrochemical class and capacitors are the most common among the electrical class.  

Capacitors 

A capacitor consists mainly of two or more parallel conductive plates separated by an 

insulating (dielectric) material. Commonly, insulating material such as waxed paper, 

mica, ceramic, plastic, or some form of a liquid gel are used.  

 

Figure 18 
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       A capacitor stores electrical energy by holding positive electrical charges on one 

plate and negative electrical charges on the other. This produces a static (DC) 

potential difference (voltage) between its plates.  

 

Figure 19 

       There are many various types of capacitors available in the market, from very 

small capacitor beads used in resonance circuits to large power factor correction 

capacitors, but they all do the same thing of storing charge. For a parallel-plate 

capacitor, the capacitance depends on its dimensions (size) and dielectric material. 

Capacitance and Energy are given below. 

𝐶 = 𝜀 ∗
𝐴
𝑑 

Where Ԑ is the permittivity of the dielectric material in (Farads/m), A is the area of the 

parallel plate in (m2) and d is the distance between the plates in (m).  

𝐸 =
1
2 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 𝑉

! 

Where E is the energy in joules, C is the capacitance in Farads and V is the voltage in 

volts.  

      One of the disadvantages of using capacitors for energy storage is that the voltage 

continuously drops as the energy is drained out of it. Another disadvantage is that it 
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possesses a relatively low energy density in addition to a fast energy discharge rate. 

Rechargeable Batteries 

          A battery is a device that consists of one or more electrochemical cells that 

convert stored chemical energy into electrical energy. Batteries are either primary or 

secondary. Primary batteries are the disposable batteries, while the secondary are the 

rechargeable batteries. 

Electrochemical cells are also called voltaic cells because they provide a voltage 

difference once a chemical reaction occurs between two unlike materials. These 

voltaic cells consist of two half cells connected in series by a conductive electrolyte 

(solution of water and sulfuric acid) (11,17). Batteries are manufactured using 

different materials. Lead Acid, Nickel Cadmium (NiCd), Nickel Metal Hydride 

(NiMH), and Lithium-ion (Li-ion) are among the commonly available types. In order 

to compare the different types of batteries, we need to study their common 

characteristics.  

Basic Battery Characteristics 

            Batteries have electrical and physical characteristics. Electrical characteristics 

of a battery describe how it will perform in a circuit. Physical properties of a battery 

have a large impact on its overall size and weight.  

In this section, the key properties and specifications for Ni-Cd, Ni-MH, and Li-Ion are 

used for the demonstration (12, 28, 34).      

Energy Density (By Weight & Volume)  

         The battery’s energy density can be calculated in two ways. First, Gravimetric 

Energy Density of a indicates the amount of energy a battery contains in comparison 

to its weight, and is typically expressed in Watt-hours/kilogram (Wh/kg). Second, 
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Volumetric Energy Density of a battery indicates the amount of energy a battery 

contains in comparison to its volume, and is typically expressed in Watt-hours/liter 

(Wh/l). The following table presents an example of energy density comparison.  

 

 

Table 2 energy density comparison 

Cell Voltage/Voltage Stability 

      The voltage provided to power the load is obviously very important. Different 

cells provide different nominal voltages. For example Ni-Cd and Ni-MH cells have a 

1.25V nominal voltage while Li-Ion cells have a 3.6V nominal voltage. The discharge 

curve reflects the voltage stability of a cell. The curve shows how the cell voltage 

changes with time as energy is drained from the cell.      

The following figure is a demonstration of voltage stability curves.  

 

 

Figure 20 Cell Discharge curve 

A relatively flat discharge curve is extremely favorable as it resembles the constant 

voltage value of an ideal battery. 
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Voltage fluctuation of DC power supplies is undesirable in electrical circuits. 

However it can be diminished by using of a voltage regulation circuit. 

Peak Current  

Peak current is the maximum current that a battery can deliver. It directly depends on 

the internal equivalent series resistance (Rin) of the battery. The current flowing out of 

the battery passes through Rin and thus reduces the battery terminal voltage.  

𝑉!"#$%&'( = 𝑉!"## − 𝐼!"#$ ∗ 𝑅!" 

In addition, the current flowing through the Rin will cause power dissipation within 

the battery.   

𝑃 = 𝑅!" ∗ 𝐼! 

This can result in significant heating within the battery at high discharge rates. 

Self-Discharge 

Batteries tend to lose the energy stored within even when they are not being used. 

Self-discharge occurs in all batteries and it determines the "shelf life" of a battery. 

Self-discharge varies by the chemistry and manufacturer of the battery. The following 

table demonstrates typical self-discharge rates for three chemistries.  

The memory Effect 

      Certain types of rechargeable batteries develop the so-called memory effect in 

which if they do not get fully discharged during several cycles, then the amount of 

power they can deliver diminishes with time. It is as if the battery would "remember" 

that. For example, if only 50% of its capacity has been used many consecutive times 

and then, when more power need to be drawn it would not deliver more than 50% of 

the maximum capacity. NiCd and NiMH batteries are known to show this effect. 
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        The memory effect is a chemical transformation of the electrodes. If a battery is 

not fully discharged several times, then large crystals tend to build up at the 

electrodes. Large crystals diminish the effectiveness of the chemical reactions in the 

battery cells. 

         This challenge was more commonly found in rechargeable batteries several 

years ago. With improvements in batteries and charging technology this 'memory 

effect' is becoming a thing of the past. 

Cycle Life of a Rechargeable Battery 

 

The cycle life, or time ita takes  a rechargeable battery to become ineffective,  is 

commonly measured by the number of times the battery can go through a charge and 

discharge cycle, the larger the number the better the battery. 

Recharge Time 

Recharge time is the amount of time needed for a battery to be fully charged. 

Recharge time is highly variable. Battery charging can be slow or fast.   

Slow charging current, also known as trickle charging,  is defined as a charging 

current that can be used to  charge a battery indefinitely without necessarily putting in 

place any kind of monitoring or charge termination method (it is sometimes referred 

to as trickle charging).   

It is vital to note that once fully charged,  Li-Ion cells will not tolerate trickle charging 

at all.  If current is continuously forced into a fully charged Li-Ion cell the cell will be 

damaged even if it is a small current.  For this reason, Li-Ion cells are charged using 

constant-voltage (C-V) chargers, and not constant-current (C-C) chargers.  

Fast charging (usually defined as a 1 hour recharge) requires more complex charging 

circuitry  but gives the customer faster charging time.  The typical Ni-MH  or Ni-Cd 
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fast charger simply pumps current into the battery, and waits for the battery to signal 

when it is fully charged.  Due to the likelihood of battery damage and problems 

associated with user safety hazards, fast-charge systems must be designed to monitory 

the battry parameters accurately such as  cell voltage and temperature  Further, most 

have back up timers for fail-safe cutoff of the high current charge applied to the 

battery. 

Cost 

          Cost of rechargeable batteries varies depending on their types, size and quality. 

A key measure that is often used for comparison is the cost per unit energy ($/Wh). 

Reliability 

          Reliability is a measure of quality. Battery manufacturers indicate that most of 

the problems with rechargeable batteries can be traced to misuse.   

Operating Temperature 

             Generally batteries are very sensitive to the operating temperature. 

Temperature affects their charging characteristics and capacity. Many chargers have 

temperature sensors to assure that the battery temperature is within the allowable 

range for charging. In case the temperature falls out of the allowable range, the 

charger will shut down the current source. 

Key Performance Factor for Rechargeable Batteries vs. Capacitors  

             The technology for chemical storage currently yields greater energy densities 

(capable of storing more energy per weight) than capacitors. Thus rechargeable 

batteries will be used in this project. 
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Rechargeable Battery Types and Potential 

            Rechargeable batteries are manufactured using different materials. Lead Acid, 

Nickel Cadmium (NiCd), Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH), and Lithium-ion (Li-ion). A 

key performance measure of each technology is the energy density. Energy density is 

the amount of energy that can be stored per unit mass of the chemical. Each 

technology went through major developments. Some technologies reached their 

maximum performance limits while others are still being improved. The next figure 

shows the energy density of each type (31). 

 

Figure 21: Energy density improvement over the years for different chemicals (3) 

Environmental Impact of Batteries 

            In this section we intend to emphasize any environmental impacts that can be 

imposed by the different battery chemistries and deem harmful to our environment.  

The following table lists the features and environmental impacts of the different 

chemistries used for manufacturing the different types of batteries (8). 
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Table 3: Features and Environmental Impacts of battery chemistries (31)  

        Although some batteries pose no direct harmful impact to our environment, 

battery recycling reduces environmental pollution. Millions of batteries are sold in 

Saudi Arabia every year (31, 33). Thus we wish to point out the unpleasant sight of 

that many batteries falling into landfills, to be buried with other trash. The following 

guideline actions can greatly help in the reduction of our contribution to pollution (2) 

when possible, fewer batteries should be used by recharging especially the ordinary 

alkaline batteries.  

            Used batteries are to be saved in containers for collection and transported to 

the recycling centers. Used batteries are collected to be taken to harmful material 
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designated sites. A lot of consideration should be observed to the types that cause the 

greatest environmental harm, for example, the lead-acid and nickel-calcium ones. 

When recycling metals and any other materials used in batteries, plants specifically 

designed for this purpose should be made use of. 

         Identifying the different types of batteries is generally easy. Lead-acid batteries 

commonly used in automobiles. Their size, weight and unique heavy metal terminals 

distinguish the lead-acid batteries of other batteries. Lead-acid batteries found in 

burglar alarms, computer backup power supplies, and emergency lighting units are 

almost always properly labeled. On the other hand Nickel-cadmium batteries are not 

always labeled. They are mostly found in older portable telephones and in electric 

drills and power tools. As a general rule, when in doubt, treat the battery as hazardous 

and take it to a center capable of proper disposal. 

Cost of Energy Storage  

         The cost of different types of rechargeable batteries varies as does their energy 

density. For proper comparison the cost per Watt-Hour ($/Wh) is compared to the 

different technologies (1). This is presented in the following table. 

 

      Table 4 Comparison of Cost per unit energy density for various chemistries (1) 

         Lead-acid storage batteries lead the list with 0.17 dollars per watt-hour. At 0.47 

dollars per watt-hour, the cost of lithium-ion batteries is not as good. However, 
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Lithium-ion batteries are dropping fast in price as the race heats up between car 

companies to develop and produce new electric cars. Nissan Leaf automobile predicts 

a target cost of $0.37 per watt-hour for the near future. 

        Tesla Automobiles pursue smaller battery pack and predict a price of $0.20 per 

watt-hour in the near future.   

Lead Acid batteries are the most available and affordable in the Saudi market. In 

addition, they are available in a wide range of sizes and capacities as they are used for 

cars, boats, motorcycles, and most heavy equipment. 

Comprehensive Comparison of the Different Types of Batteries  

 In order to evaluate and determine what type of battery is best suited for our 

design, they need to be compared using the different characteristics and performance 

parameters that were presented earlier. The next table presents a comprehensive 

comparison between the most common types of batteries (8). 

            After a careful study of the comparison and availability of the different types 

of batteries it was determined that Lead Acid batteries are best suited for use in our 

design due to the following main factors. 

1. Tolerance to Irregular slow charging  

2. Cost 

3. Availability in the Market 

4. Size 
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Table 5 Characteristics of commonly used rechargeable batteries (6) 

Lead Acid Batteries in the Market  

         Many different brands of Lead Acid batteries are available in the local market. 

AC Delco, Motorcraft, Bosch, Yuasa, Duncan are just to name a few of the hundreds 

of available brand names. 

Voltage Based Remaining Energy Estimation 

          Generally, the open terminal voltage of a certain battery will change as the 

energy contained inside of it changes. Trying to use the voltage to estimate how much 
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energy is available in the battery proved fairly difficult due to various reasons. The 

voltage can vary widely depending on temperature, load current, percentage of 

remaining energy in the battery and the age of the battery. Trying to compensate for 

all of these factors is very difficult but must be provided in order to achieve a 

reasonable accuracy. 

            Voltage variations are shown in figure 22 against remaining energy at 

different temperatures. 

 

          Figure 22 Effect of temperature change on voltage  

           Figure 23 shows a graph describing the connection between the Open Circuit 

Voltage and the Remaining Capacity  while mainitaining the temperature constant and 

discharge rate for a high capacity Lead Acid cell. Note that the cell voltage weakens 

in direct proportion to the remaining capacity.  
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Figure 23 Open circuit voltage vs. Residual capacity 25°C (33) 

              The link between the Open Circuit Voltage and the Remaining Capacity at a 

constant temperature for the different types of batteries are nonlinear (1). 

 

Figure 24 Cell voltage vs. percent of capacity discharged (15) 

Types of Solar Electric Systems 

Small Stand-Alone Systems  

              The small "Stand-Alone" system is an outstanding system for the economical 

provision of electricity and hence used mainly for light production, RV power, cabins, 

holding up power, and moveable systems of power. The battery and photovoltaic 
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array (solar panels number) will rely on the power requirements individually. During 

daylight, the battery is charged by the solar panels, and supply the power as needed 

into the inverter. The inverter converts the power from 12-volt battery DC into 120 

volt AC, as most applications use this type of current. The charging is controlled by 

the charge controller when fully charged so as to prolong battery durability by 

preventing the batteries from “gassing-out”. 

Complete Stand-Alone Solar System 

This type of solar system is crucial for the total liberation from companies which 

utilize electricity and fuels made from fossils. One of the most prized benefits of this 

kind is that it creates a degree of self-independence and can deliver power far from 

the grid. It has two inverters which are able to power on large equipment like air 

conditioners. The second inverter kicks in when the other requires servicing and will 

ensure that power is available always. For the provision of power when solar energy 

is not available during adverse weather conditions, these system needs a substantial 

battery storage. A whole stand-alone solar system typically requires 20 solar panels in 

the minimum for the safety of the batteries and for them to remain charged. It is cost 

effective when the location of the system is far away from the utility grid.  

Grid-tie Solar Systems  

           This system is beneficial to homes linked to the utility grid already. One 

advantage of this system is the utility price reduction. To facilitate the connection to 

the grid, it has to be wired an inverter that produces pure-sine-wave AC electricity. In 

case of utility failure, most of these systems do not necessarily have a battery storage. 

Installation of the of the Grid-tie system with a battery backup power is essential so as 

to keep the operation of the critical loads in case power fails. 
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Hybrid-Solar Electric and Generator Combination System 

                 This system provides a dependable power source and is fully functional 

even when the sun is not producing any power. Even when weather condition does 

not favor solar power production, these systems have the capability to give electricity 

and charge the battery bank. It reduces the solar panels (PV array) needed to supply 

power and hence very economical as compared to the “Stand-Alone” system. 

Activation of the diesel, gasoline or propane generator is done when the when more 

power is required than what the solar panels produce. It will produce sufficient power 

to balance the variance between the electricity one requires with the available solar 

power. In addition to being used in the provision of power in small medical facilities 

in third world countries, it useful in cabins and remote homes. 

Steps to Designing a Stand Alone System  

The system we intend to design and build is a stand-alone system. To accomplish a 

good system design, the following basic steps must be followed:  

1. Determine and optimize power consumption demands. 

2. Determine the sun hours available per day. 

3. Design topology (fixed or tracking system). 

4. Size of array. 

5. Size of battery bank. 

        The specifications that we have to consider in the selection of a PV are 

maximum power, nominal voltage, efficiency, quality, cost, and size. Maximum 

power output is probably the most important parameter to be considered. PVs 

available in the market have maximum power output that ranges from 50W to 
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excess of 300W.  PV size is a significant aspect as it controls the project 

dimensions. PV sizes ranges from very small dimensions to over 1x1 meter. 

PV Charging Controller 

         A charging controller is an essential component of any stand-alone solar power 

system. Thus, an analysis of their pros and cons is necessary to determine the best 

charging controller that suits our design. In our design, we intend to utilize the best 

controller type that meets our design goals. A charging controller should be capable 

of monitoring the voltage and amount of current that is fed into the battery. This 

prevents the battery from overheating and any possible damage.  

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), Maximum Power Tracking (MPPT), and Solid-

State Frequency Converter are the most used and available charging controllers. The 

two first charging controller systems can be compared according to their performance 

in various aspects. This includes array voltage, system size, Off-Grid battery voltage, 

and array sizing method (17). The table below analyzes the differences between the 

first two systems. 

 

Aspect PWM Charge Controller MPPT Charge Controller 

Array 

Voltage 

It is a requirement that the PV array 

and the battery voltages match. 

The PV array can vary from the battery 

voltage 

Battery 

Voltage 

The battery voltage usually operates 

the controller. It operates at battery 

voltage in order to improve the 

performance when the battery is 

almost full and in warm temperature 

MPPT controller may operate above the 

battery voltage to allow an increase of output 

in cold weather and the times when the 

battery has almost depleted the charge. 

System Size 
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System 

Size 

This system functions well in small 

systems when the perceived MPPT 

benefits would be negligible. 

It works well in systems that produce ≈ 

150W – 200W or higher to maximize the 

MPPT benefits (Moharram, 2013). 

Off-

Grid or 

Grid-Tie 

The system requires the off-grid PV 

modules for each 12vilts nominal 

battery voltage. 

It facilitates the use of lower cost modules to 

bring down the total PV system expenses. 

Array 

Sizing 

Method 

The PV are sized in Amps 

according to current produced when 

PV array is using the battery 

voltage. 

The PV array should be sized in watts 

according to the controller maximum current 

multiplied by the battery voltage. 

Table 6 Solar charging controllers comparison 

  A solid-state frequency converter is an electronic device that is used to 

connect the PV solar system to the grid (AC power). It can meet the international 

standard for fixed AC voltage and stable frequency (stable pure sine wave). It 

contains internal AC to DC, and DC to AC current conversion and rectification 

subsystems. 

       The three solar charging controller systems work well under different conditions. 

However, MPPT would be the best option since it features a higher charging capacity 

that is essential to achieving the project goals (23). 

Lighting Types 

The station requires lighting for nighttime. Different types of lightening are 

available in the market. 

 Incandescent lights are known for their warm light color, and high heat 

discharge. This decreases their lifespan, and makes them consume more energy than 

other types. 
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Fluorescent lighting is another common type. It does not produce excess heat. 

This makes this type more efficient. However, it requires larger space and becomes 

hazardous when opened or broken. Broken elements spread their enclosed chemicals 

and contaminate the surrounding air.  

LEDs are more efficient the other types of lighting and require less energy. In 

addition, their lifespan are longer. LEDs are cheaper to maintain, generally do not 

contain toxic chemicals, and are available in various colors (27). 
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Design 

Project Overall Design  

Electrical system design 

The electrical system design for the Green Smart Library Station consists of 

different elements. Elements include, power generation, controllers, energy storage 

system, lighting, smart phones and tablets charging outlets, and Kindle devices.  The 

overall system design will consist of a set of solar panels. It will also include a 

charging system to charge a battery bank. A unit for converging the voltage from PV 

or battery output levels to 5 Volts is needed to enable smart devices charging 

capability. The system should also include a light sensor controlled by a 

microcontroller to switch the station lighting ON at night, and switch it OFF at 

daylight hours. 

 

Figure 25 Functional Design “Day Time” 
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The figure above shows a functional block diagram of the system during the day time. 

In the presence of sunlight, the system should convert the solar energy to electrical 

energy. The generated electrical energy should drive all electrical charging services in 

addition to filling up the battery bank. During daytime, there is no need for turning on 

any station lighting. Thus, the system should be responsible for detecting this 

condition and turn the lights off.  

 The figure below shows a functional block diagram for the system operating at 

night time. 

 

Figure 26 Functional Design “Night Time” 
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Upon the absence of sunlight, the system should be able to use the energy 

stored in the battery bank to drive all electrical charging services in addition to 

powering the smart station lighting throughout the night. Moreover, the light sensor 

should be monitored to detect the darkness, and switch ON the LED lights. 

Proposed Station Structure  

In collaboration with the architecture department at Effat University, 

architecture sophomore students provided the following station structure design. The 

proposed station design is shown below. It presents the expected overall station 

structure in the presence and absence of sunlight. 

The smart station structure design shows seating area, overhead cover, 

advertisement panel location, in addition to proposed charging outlets and Kindle 

devices locations. 

 

Figure 27 Station Proposed Structure for Effat University 
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System Physical Structure 

 The physical structure of the system was further tuned and adjusted in 

collaboration with the Architect. Mohammed Alghafis. The physical structure would 

provide the following, seating for 8 users of the charging station, shade, mounting 

space to install the electrical system, area for the battery, and area for the PV on top 

the structure.  The following figures present different views of the physical structure 

of the system. 

 

Figure 28 Oblique view of the physical structure of the station.  
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Figure 29 Different view of the physical structure of the station.  

 
Figure 30 Side view of the physical structure of the station.  
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Power Calculation (Load) 

 

The following figure shows the general design for the Green Smart Library 

station.  The project generally consists of Generation, Storage subsystem and Load 

Subsystems. 

 

 
Figure 31 electrical system design 

 

In the Generation, the Voltage, Power, and maximum Energy in periods will be 

calculated. Battery Bank will be as a source for the night phone charging, as well as 

throughout the daytime. The load here represents the outlets (4 Kindles & 8 USB), the 

maximum load needed will be calculated to ensure its coverage from the generated 

energy coming from the set of Solar Panels.  

System Output 

The smart station will feature 4 Kindles that are electronic gadgets used for 

reading texts and 4 MP3 devices for listening to audio books. The Kindle is preferable 

over other devices like tablets and smartphones. This is because it has no glare when 

used in sunlight and it can run up to twenty-eight hours on a single charge and as well 

can hold hundreds of books (8). The Kindle Paperwhite was chosen over other types 

of Kindle since it has higher PPI display, and offers quality texts to those other e-
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readers (11). Furthermore, it is cheaper and directs the light to the surface display 

using its inbuilt front light as opposed to the case of the other optional devices.   

Day and night time though year time 

Before calculating consumption load of the station, it is required to calculate 

day and night hours trough the year. The following equation, calculates the number of 

daylight hours on a J day of the year. 

𝐷 = 24−
24
𝜋 ∗ cos!!

sin 0.8333 ∗ 𝜋
180 + sin 𝐿 ∗ 𝜋

180 ∗ sin 𝑃

cos 𝐿 ∗ 𝜋
180 ∗ cos 𝜋

 

Where  

𝑃 = sin!! 0.39795 ∗ cos 0.2163108+ 2 ∗ tan!! 0.9671396 ∗ tan 0.00860 𝐽 −

186   D is the day length, L is the latitude, and J is the day of the year. 

The calculated daylight hours for the whole year can be calculated for the city 

of Jeddah or any city in the kingdom or the world based on its location (latitude). The 

following figures shows different examples we used during the simulation.  

Riyadh 

 

Figure 32 Riyadh Coordinates 

After looking to Riyadh coordinators, we will only need the latitude, North 

coordinate (24.7136°N) to be used in the equation for the simulation. 
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Figure 33 Hours of Daylight & Nighttime (Riyadh) 

                           Hour Rate  
     Timing Minimum Maximum 

Day 10.8240 13.4037 
Night 10.5963 13.1760 

Table 7 Maximum and Minimum Hours of Daylight & Nighttime (Riyadh) 

Dammam 

 

Figure 34 Dammam Coordinates 

After looking to Dammam coordinators, we will only need the latitude, North 

coordinate (26.3927°N) to be used in the equation for the simulation. 
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Figure 35 Hours of Daylight & Nighttime (Dammam) 

                           Hour Rate  
     Timing Minimum Maximum 

Day 10.7239 13.5076 
Night 10.4924 13.2761 

Table 8 Maximum and Minimum Hours of Daylight & Nighttime (Dammam) 

Jeddah 

 

Figure 36 Jeddah Coordinates 

After looking to Jeddah coordinators, we will only need the latitude, North 

coordinate (21.2854°N) to be used in the equation for the simulation. 
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Figure 37 Hours of Daylight & Nighttime (Jeddah) 

                           Hour Rate  
     Timing Minimum Maximum 

Day 11.0202 13.2009 
Night 10.7991 12.9798 

Table 9 Maximum and Minimum Hours of Daylight & Nighttime (Jeddah) 

Jeddah vs. Stockholm 

 

Figure 38 Hours of Daylight and Nighttime (Jeddah Vs Stockholm) 
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As shown in figure(*), number of hours during the daylight and nighttime are 

different from Jeddah and Stockholm due to their latitude.  In Stockholm, number of 

daylight and nighttime hours varies between 8 to 16hrs. While in Jeddah, number of 

daylight and nighttime hours varies only between 11 to 12hrs. 

Devices Charging 

One of the main station features is the USB ports providing service for users 

to charge their personal devices including phones and tablets. Where a single station 

is designed to have eight chairs and eight charging plugs distributed between the 

chairs in sets of two. This service could be provided by either offering electrical 

outlets where users bring their own plugs and cables, by providing USB Ports where 

users uses their own cable to charge, or lastly by providing cable to different common 

phone types. Providing USB ports only has been selected since cable are sensitive and 

there are different types of devices out there, and using electrical outlets offers a user 

to plug all kind of devices which could exceed the station capacity. USB ports now 

days are offering choices with smart chips, where the port recognizes required 

Ampere volume for charging the connected device and provide it. 

Power Consumption data 

The below table table3 shows the required data for each device to do the calculations. 

Device Voltage (Volts) Current (Ampere) 
iPhone 5.0  1.0  

Android (Galaxy note) 5.0  2.0  
Kindle 5.0  1.8  

LED Light Panel 12  0.375 
iPad 5.1  2.1  

Samsung tablet 5.0  2.0  
Table 10 Devices battery data 

𝑃 = 𝐼 ∗ 𝑉  P= Electric Power (Watts), I = Current (Amperes), V=Voltage (Volts) 
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Unit Voltage (v) Current (A) Power (W) 
LED Panel 12 0.375 4.5 

Kindle 5 1.8 9 
iPhone 5 1 5 

Android (Galaxy note) 5 2 10 
iPad 5.1 2.1 10.71 

Samsung Tablet 5 2 10 
Table 11 Power Consumption (4,7,9,18, 21) 

 Table 8 shows the power consumption for each device. It appears that the iPad 

consumes the most power, thus we will use it to calculate the maximum power 

consumption. 

Status Unit # of Units Voltage (v) Current (A) Power (W) 

Night 

LED Panel 1.00 12.00 0.38 4.50 

Kindle 4.00 5.00 1.80 36.00 

iPad 8.00 5.10 2.10 85.68 

Day 
Kindle 4.00 5.00 1.80 36.00 

iPad 8.00 5.10 2.10 85.68 
Table 12 Power consumption by load 

Status  Hours (h)   Power (W) Energy (Wh) 

Night 
Longest night 12.98 126.00 1635.45 

Shortest night 10.80 126.00 1360.69 

 Day 
Longest day 13.20 122.00 1610.51 

Shortest day 11.02 122.00 1344.46 
Table 13 Maximum energy consumption at different seasons 

From previous table we can calculate the Energy Average Demand: 

𝐸𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑   =
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 +   𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛

2   

𝑨𝒕  𝒕𝒉𝒆  𝒏𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆:  𝐸𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑     =
1635.4548+   1360.69

2 = 2996.14  𝑊ℎ 

𝑨𝒕  𝒕𝒉𝒆  𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆:  𝐸𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑   = 1610.5098 +   1344.46
2 = 2954.97  𝑊ℎ  
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While Actual Energy is calculated assuming a usage percentage of 30% 

occupancy: 

𝐸  𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 =   𝐸𝐴𝑟𝑔.𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∗   𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦    

𝑨𝒕  𝒕𝒉𝒆  𝒏𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆:  𝐸  𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 =   2996.14    𝑊ℎ ∗   0.3 = 898.84  𝑊ℎ 

𝑨𝒕  𝒕𝒉𝒆  𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆:  𝐸  𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 2954.97  𝑊ℎ ∗   0.30 = 886.49  𝑊ℎ 
 

Energy Average Demand for 24 hours: 

𝐸𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑓𝑜𝑟  24  ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠   = 𝐸𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑  (𝑁𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) +   𝐸𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) 

𝐸𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑓𝑜𝑟  24  ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠   = 2996.14  𝑊ℎ +   2954.97  𝑊ℎ = 5951.12  𝑊ℎ 

 

Actual Energy for 24 hours: 

𝐸   𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑓𝑜𝑟  24  ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 = 𝐸   𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 +   𝐸   𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡  

𝐸  𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑓𝑜𝑟  24  ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 = 898.84  𝑊ℎ +   886.49  𝑊ℎ = 1785.33  𝑊ℎ 

Energy & Power Relationship 

Power Generation and Solar Energy 

Specification sheets of solar panels indicate the maximum output power 

produced by the PV. This happens when the sunrays are perpendicular to the panel. 

When the sun is perpendicular, approximately 1000watts of power falls on each m2.   

Energy is the integration of power over time. 

𝐸 = 𝑃(𝑡)  𝑑𝑡
!!

!!
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Where P(t) is the power produced as a function of time, t is time, and  t1 and 

t2 indicate the starting time of the day and the ending time of the day (sunrise to 

sunset).  

Looking at the equation above we notice different factors that affect the 

amount of energy that can be harvested using solar cells.  

The first factor is the length of the daytime (t1 and t2). Outside this range (during night 

time) there is no light and thus there is no output produced by the solar panels. The 

second factor is the angle of the sunrays falling on the panel. This will affect the 

amount of power that is produced by the solar panel.  

The angle that the sunrays make with the solar panel is comprised of two 

components (declination and hour angles)  (10)  

The first component is the hour angle. Hour angle depends on the time of the 

day as demonstrated in the following figure (Figure 36).  

 
Figure 39 Declination angle, latitude, and the hour angle for point P 
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Figure 40 Sun Hour Angle during the day 

The second component is called the declination angle. The declination angle 

changes from day to day throughout the year. It is the angle that the sun makes with 

the axis of the earth. The following figure (Figure3) shows the declination angle on 

June 21st and at March 22nd.  

The declination angle is actually a result of the self-rotation axis of the earth 

not being    perpendicular to its rotation path around the sun. This is demonstrated in 

the following two figures.  
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Declination Angle and Daylight Hours 

The declination angle for any day of the year can be calculated using different 

methods. The first method proposes the following formula to calculate the declination 

angle in degrees on any given day of the year. 

δ = 23.45 ∗ sin
360 ∗ (𝑛 + 284)

36.25  

Figure 42 Change of earth axes with respect to sun 

Figure 41 Earth rotation path around the sun 
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Where, δ is the declination angle in degrees, n = the day number, such that n = 1 on 

the 1st of January.  

The second method to calculate the declination angle uses the following equation. 

𝛿 = sin!! sin 23.45 ∗ sin
360 ∗ (𝑛 − 81)

365.25  

The third method proposes a more accurate calculation using the following 

equation. 

𝛿 = 0.006918− 0.399912 cos 𝛾 + 0.070257 sin 𝛾 − 0.006758 cos 2𝛾 +

0.000907 sin 2𝛾 − 0.002697 cos 3𝛾 + 0.00148 sin 3𝛾   

Where, 

𝛾 =
360
365 ∗ 𝑛 − 1+

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 − 12
24  

 

All three methods will be programmed to compute the declination angle for 

the whole year and then compared. The number of daylight hours on a certain day of 

the year can be calculated using the following formula. 

𝐷 = 24−
24
𝜋 ∗ cos!!

sin 0.8333 ∗ 𝜋
180 + sin 𝐿 ∗ 𝜋

180 ∗ sin 𝑃

cos 𝐿 ∗ 𝜋
180 ∗ cos 𝜋

 

Where, 

𝑃 = sin!! 0.39795  

∗ cos 0.2163108+ 2 ∗ tan!! 0.9671396 ∗ tan 0.0086(𝐽 − 186)  

D is the day length, L is the latitude, And J is the day of the year. 

The calculated daylight hours for the whole year can be calculated for the city 

of Jeddah or any city in the kingdom or the world based on its location (latitude). The 

following figure shows the variation of the daylight hours versus the day of the year.  
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Figure 43 Declination Angle at Noon Time 

  

 

Figure1: Declination Angle at Noon Time using three methods 

As shown in figure(*), three methods for calculating Declination Angle at Noon Time have 

been used to show the declination angle in each day of the year.  

It is visible that the curve for method (3) is slightly different while method (1) and method (2) 

are almost the same. Method (3) considered to be more accurate and requires more specific 

data for the calculation. However, all of the previous three methods are used in general as 

follows: 
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Method 1: 

 

Method 2:  

 

Method 3: 

 

Generated Energy (Stationary Panels) 

A solar panel generates the peak watts listed in the specs sheet only when the 

sun is perpendicular to its surface. The angle that the sun rays make with the normal 

to the surface of the panel is 90 degrees when the sun is at sunrise and -90 degrees at 

sunset. However at noon time the angle is not 0 degrees. Rather it is the declination 

angle. Therefore the smallest angle the sun rays make with the normal to the panel is 

the declination angle (which changes for different days of the year).  

It can be estimated that the output power from the solar panel is peak output 

multiplied by the cosine of the angle between the rays and the panel normal as shown 

in the next equation.  

𝑃𝑎𝑛!!" = 𝑃𝑎𝑛!"# ∗ cos 𝛿 ∗ cos(𝑑𝑎𝑦!"#$%) 
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Where, δ is the declination angle, and day_angle is the daytime angle of the sun at a 

certain location due to earth self-rotation.  

     The amount of energy that is generated by a stationary panel is integrated over the 

time it is subjected to the suns rays (daylight hours). We will need to create a program 

that will perform the integration and find the minimum and maximum amount of 

energy that will be harvested by the panel for the whole year in any specific area. A 

sample plot for the min and max energy collected using a 75W stationary panel at 

latitude of 51.5 degrees is shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 44 Maximum and Minimum Energy generated in a day by a stationary panel of 75watts max output at 51.5o 

latitude (13, 29) 

Energy Storage 

Different battery types were evaluated based on common battery features. Where the 

main focus is on battery size, capacity, charging memory, and work temperature. 

Hence Lead-Acid batteries were chosen. 

Controller (Specification) 

Solar charge controller is used to keep batteries from overcharging. It 

regulates the voltage and current coming from the solar panels going to the battery. 

Most "12 volt" panels put out about 16 to 20 volts, so if there is no regulation the 

batteries will be damaged from overcharging. Most batteries need around 14 to 14.5 
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volts to get fully charged. 

 

Figure 45 Solar Charge Controller 

 

Figure 46 The overall system with the Solar Charge Controller 
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Dump Load 

Dump Load is a protection device that helps the system to work safely and 

prevent the system from overheating the main components which lead them to 

distortion. It should be take in consideration that the dump load should be chosen 

based on its ability to dump the maximum current of system, and not draw current 

more than charge controller can handle. Thus, the precaution is to have a low 

resistance and high power rating wattage to tolerate working in high temperature and 

open areas. For better result, more resistors must be connected in parallel to dump 

more currents. In this project a fan or extra battery are proposed to use instead of the 

dump load. However, this needs extra calculation ensure the safety of the PV from 

overheating. 

Arduino for Monitoring Sunlight and LED Control 

In our design, we’ve chosen Arduino Uno – R3 type as it is sufficient to do the 

tasks and has a low cost.   In addition, it is the same type that we studied in our digital 

courses and we have the required knowledge to program it. 

Lighting sensor 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47 Lighting sensors  
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A light sensor is mainly used to make an analog or digital outcome with 

varying value depending on the light intensity. Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) is the 

most common light sensor in the market due to its price and simplicity to use. LDR 

function as a variable resistor with value depending on ambient light intensity. 

TSL235R is another common light sensor with the same function. Yet, its technique is 

quite different than the LDR. TSL235R converts light intensity to frequency pulses 

that fluctuates along with changes in light intensity. LM393 is a more intelligent light 

sensor that is capable to read light intensity and direction with high accuracy 

compared to other types. Its sensitivity to light can be adjusted up to requirements 

using the comprised digital potentiometer with more accurate results if used in an 

analog mode. LM393 is used due to its accuracy and variety of offered options (14). 

DC-DC Voltage Converters  

DC-DC Converter unlike AC-DC/DC-AC Converters, they don’t change the 

energy form. They only change the voltage level. Buck Converter is a step-down 

converter where the output DC voltage is lower than the input DC voltage with a 

conversion ratio of 𝑀 𝐷 = 𝐷  where 𝐷 = 𝑉!"# 𝑉!" . Linear Voltage Regulators 

similarly give outcome voltage that is very constant regardless of change in power yet 

its efficiency level is lower than Buck Convertor since it heats easily from the 

dropped voltage. Yet, with many available efficient devices that uses regulators to 

transfer 12v to 5v as required, there is no need to go for a Buck Convertor in a 

prototype. For example convertors used to charge electronic devices in the car, where 

the cars battery is 12v and the output is 5v. 
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Design and Hardware Implementation 

Design Implementation 

 This project can be installed at different locations throughout the world. Yet 

the installation location directly affects the calculations and sizing of the project’s 

elements. In order to finalize the process and build a prototype of the system, the team 

selected Effat University campus for the installation of the prototype.  

Energy Demand 

Accurate calculations of the energy demand was performed in the previous 

chapter for an installation site in Jeddah at Effat University campus.  

 

Table 14 Full load energy demand for Jeddah area 

 

It was found that based on the system specifications, the full load energy demand for 

the night time varies between a maximum of 1635 watt-hours and a minimum of 1360 

watt-hours. On the other hand, the full load day time energy demand varies between a 

maximum of 1610 watt-hours and a minimum of 1344 watt-hours. The full load 

energy demand variation is caused by the change in day and night durations from 

summer to winter times.  

Full load energy demand calculations assume continuous supply of maximum power 

to all charging outlets and kindles for 24 hours. This is in addition to supplying the 

station lighting with power throughout the night time. Yet at Effat university 

installation site, the campus is open for operation from 7am and 4pm (a duration of 9 

hours). This reduces the amount of energy demand at the site to a maximum of around 
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37.5% of the calculated. In addition, During hours of campus operation students are 

mostly attending classes and will use the station in between classes or during breaks. 

Even during breaks or between classes not all charging outlets will be providing 

maximum power as not all smart devices require maximum power for charging. In 

turn this is expected to reduce the usage percentage (occupancy rate by half) to 

around 18.75%.  

Thus a 20% occupancy rate for Effat campus installation site is used to finalize the 

calculations and elements sizing. 

The total realistic energy demand per day for the station when installed at Effat 

campus is: 

Energy Demand = (1635+1344)*0.2=595.8 watt-hours 

 

Energy Storage Element 

In order to store this much energy in a storage bank for a heavy cloudy day the 

system will need a lead acid battery of  

Battery size = 596 watt hours / 12 (volts) = 49.6 Amp-Hour 

To add some safety margin the team selected a 60 Amp-hour battery for the system. 

The battery was obtained from the local market and is classified as a sealed lead acid 

maintenance free battery that is made by Hankook. The battery model and specs as 

printed on it are shown in the next figure.  
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Figure 48 Energy Storage Element  

Energy Generation 

As stated in the previous chapter, stationary solar panels will be used to 

generate the total energy required by the station. In order to find the size of the solar 

panel a Matlab program was written to integrate the varying power produced by a 

stationary panel (with a specific maximum power output) over time for a whole day. 

The integration is done for all 365 days of the year for Jeddah area. The least amount 

of energy produce throughout the year should be greater than or equal to the amount 

of energy required by the system (595.8 watt-hours). If the minimum generated 

amount of energy is found to be less than the demand amount, a different panel with a 

larger max power output is to be selected. It should be noted that panels with only 

limited choices of maximum power are available in the market (50 watts, 75 watts, 

100 watts, and 150 watts).  In the case where more than 150 watts maximum power is 

needed multiple panels can be grouped.  

Minimum and maximum energy generated by a 50 watt panel is shown in the 

next figure. It can be seen that the minimum amount of energy is around 318 watt-

hours which is well below the required amount (595.8 watt-hours).  
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Figure 49 Min and Max Energy Generated by a stationary 50 watt solar panel.  

 

Minimum and maximum energy generated by a 75 watt panel is shown in the 

next figure. It can be seen that the minimum amount of energy is around 477 watt-

hours which is still below the required amount (595.8 watt-hours). 

 

Figure 50 Min and Max Energy Generated by a stationary 75 watt solar panel.  
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Minimum and maximum energy generated by a 100 watt panel is shown in the 

next figure. It can be seen that the minimum amount of energy is around 637 watt-

hours which is higher the required amount (595.8 watt-hours).  

 

 

Figure 51 Min and Max Energy Generated by a stationary 100 watt solar panel.  

Thus a solar panel with a 100 watts maximum output power is to be used to generate 

the required amount of demand energy for the station. It was intended to obtain a high 

quality 100 watts solar panel from the USA. However due to shipping difficulties, the 

order was cancelled by the supplier. Any alternative plan to obtain a replacement 

from the USA would impose a substantial delay on the project timeline. Thus an 

alternative plan was executed to obtain the panel from the local market. The best 100 

watts locally available solar panel was selected and purchased from the local market. 

The panel obtained is shown in the next figure. 
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Figure 52 PV panel with 100 watts maximum output power.  

Connecting the PV panel to another panel or to a charging controller that is not 

mounted on the back of the panel requires an MC4 type extension cable. MC4 plugs 

of male and female types are needed to connect to the existing MC4 plugs mounted 

on the back of the panel.  Extension cables of this type are not available at the local 

market and any shipping time would result in delays to the deadline of this project. 

Therefore, we accessed the back of the panel directly and heavily soldered heavy duty 

cables that are long enough for our system. This adjustment is shown in the next 

figure. 
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Figure 53 Back of PV panel with heavy duty extension cables added directly.  

 

Charging Controller 

As was discussed previously, the charging controller intended for the design 

had one input and three outputs. One output is designated to charge the battery, one 

output is designated to supply the load and an additional output is designated to direct 

any excess energy to a dump load. It was planned to obtain the charging controller 

along with the solar panel from the USA. When shipping difficulties halted the 

process of the order and delays were expected to extend far beyond the timeline, the 

charging controller was obtained from the local market along with the solar panel. 

The charging controller is the EPRC model made by EPsolar and is shown in the next 

figure.  
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Figure 54 EPRC charging controller by Epsolar.  

 

 Specifications of this charging controller are provided by the manufacturer as shown 

in the next figure. It can be used for 12 V battery charging or for 24 volts battery 

charging. All specs of this charging controller lie within our designated system specs.  

 

Figure 55 EPRC charging controller specifications.  

The EPRC charging controller is designed and built for a specific functionality only. 

The function of this charging controller is to store the solar energy in a battery during 

the day and turn lights ON during the night time. The controller has one input and two 
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outputs only as shown in the next figure. Ports 3 and 4 specify the input port to the 

charging controller coming from the solar panel.  Ports 1 and 2 are outputs designated 

for charging the battery. Ports 5 and 6 serve as a controlled output designated to turn 

lights ON and OFF. 

 

Figure 56 EPRC charging controller ports.  

A circuit diagram for the charging controller is presented in the next figure. The 

charging controller incorporates a temperature sensor and light sensing mechanisms. 

The light sensing mechanism utilizes the voltage generated by the solar panel to 

determine the ambient light condition. Upon testing the system, it was found that 

when the voltage generated by the panel drops to below 5 volts the system concludes 

the occurrence of ambient darkness. 
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Figure 57 EPRC charging controller schematic diagram.  

 

The controlled lights output is controlled via the charging controller with different 

time settings. The controller has different modes of operation as listed by the manual. 

 

Figure 58 EPRC charging controller modes of operation.  

Although the controller has different operation target than our system, the team 

identified that mode (7.) can be utilized to control the lights of our system. This would 

eliminate the need for the Arduino controller along with the light detector. Thus the 

team adopted this change as an added savings to the total cost of the system.  

 

It should be noted that the charging controller doesn’t operate without a battery being 

connected to its charging port. 

Voltage Regulation 12V to 5V  

In order to provide smart device charging outlets, 12 to 5 volts DC conversion is 

needed. In addition all 8 charging outlets need to end with a universal USB type plug 
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to allow device charging cables to be connected. Almost all smart devices charging 

cables have a male USB ending at the charger side end and a custom shaped ending 

on the smart device end as can be seen in the next figure.  

 

Figure 59 Samsung note 3 smart device charging cable endings (Left: male USB ending to charger) (Right: smart 

phone side ending).  

As all smart devices can be connected to a computer via a USB cable it was 

determined that our system needs to provide charging outlets with USB female 

endings as shown in the next figure. 

 

Figure 60 Charger female USB port.  

 

 

Schematic diagram for the circuit that provides USB smart device charging port using 

12V source is presented in the next figure.  
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Figure 61 USB charging circuit diagram.  

 

This circuit needs to be copied 10 times to provide 8 charging outlets and to drive 2 

kindle devices.  

A good quality USB car charger with dual outputs provides the exact functionality we 

require for our system. A locally available brand was obtained and is shown in the 

next figure.  

 

Figure 62 Dual 12V to 5V DC converter with female USB ending.  

According to its specifications each outlet provides around 2.1 A of charging current. 

Using 4 of those chargers provides 8 charging outlets. One extra charger is used to 

provide power to both kindles in the system.  

 

In order to connect the USB chargers to the system a car cigarette lighter socket is 

needed for each charger. A three way extension outlet was obtained locally with an 

ON/OFF switch. It is shown in the next figure. 
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Figure 63 Three Way cigarette lighter socket extension with ON/OFF switch.  

Two of these extensions are needed for the system.  

LED Lighting 

In order to provide lighting to the station an LED light panel is obtained. It contains 

72 LEDs and produces white light. Its input voltage is rated between 12V and 80V as 

specified by its specs. The LED light panel obtained for the system is shown in the 

next figure. 

 

Figure 64 LED light panel.  

Overall Final Design 

The final overall electrical system is retuned and finalized as presented in the 

following figure. 
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Figure 65 Final electrical system diagram.  

 

All elements of the electrical system were integrated together to implement the 

overall design. Safety switches and connectors that would enable easy testing and 

access to different points of the system were used. Actual pictures of the electrical 

system are shown in the next figure. Solar panel and battery are not shown in the 

picture. 
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Figure 66 Complete electrical system of the station.  

Electrical Testing and functionality Evaluation 

 

Testing of the electrical system can be classified into two categories, i.e 

component level testing and system level and functionality testing.  

 

Component Level Testing 

 

Each electrical element that is used for the implementation of this project was tested 

individually before being integrated with other elements. The following table presents 

a list of tests that were performed on each element.  

 

 

Element Test Result 

Battery Voltage  when fully charged 12.5V 

Battery Voltage mostly drained 10.8V 

Battery Supplying a heavy load continuously until drained  8 hours 

Battery Recharging to full from drained ü 
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Battery Recharging to full from partially full ü 

PV Output voltage at direct sunlight 19.2V 

PV Output voltage just before sunrise ~16V 

PV Output voltage Partially covered Variable 

PV Output voltage at room light (night time) ~11V 

LED light ON/OFF testing ü 

LED light ON for extended time period (14 hours) ü 

Controller Batt. indicator when connected to full battery Green 

Controller Batt. indicator when connected to partially used 

battery  

Yellow 

Controller Batt. indicator when connected to drained battery  Red 

Controller PV indicator when connected to battery & PV (night) Red 

Controller PV indicator when connected to battery & PV (day) Green 

Controller Mode scrolling and testing of each ü 

USB Charger Charge single device ü 

USB Charger Charge multiple devices simultaneously ü 

3-way Extens. ON/OF test ü 

3-way Extens. Provides power to USB Chargers ü 

Extens. Cables Continuity test ü 
 

Table 15 Element Level Tests performed 

System Level and Functionality Testing 

After all elements of the system were integrated together, various tests were 

performed to ensure that the system complies with the specifications. Functionality is 

also ensured. The following table presents a list of tests that were performed on the 

system.  

 

At Element Test Result 

Controller Voltage on PV port and Battery Port daytime 

indicating that battery is charging 

12.9V 

Controller Voltage on PV port and Battery Port nighttime 0.8V / 
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indicating that battery is isolated from panel 12.5V 

Controller Battery indicator switches from green to yellow to 

red as battery gets drained  

ü 

Controller Battery indicator switches from red to yellow to 

green as battery gets charged 

ü 

Controller PV indicator Red when PV is at darkness ü 

Controller PV indicator Green when PV is at sunlight ü 

System LED light automatically switches ON when darkness 

is detected (PV voltage drops below ~5V)  

ü 

System LED light automatically switches OFF when light is 

detected (PV voltage increases to over ~5V) 

ü 

Battery Battery indicator (on battery) is green when charged ü 

Battery Battery indicator (on battery) is dark when empty ü 

System Battery charges from empty to full automatically 

during daytime  

ü 

USB Charger Charge a single device  ü 

USB Charger Charge two devices  ü 

System Charge a single device during nighttime   ü 

System Charge multiple devices during nighttime   ü 

System Charge multiple devices simultaneously during 

nighttime   

ü 

System Charge max number of devices simultaneously 

during nighttime   

ü 

System Charge a single device during daytime   ü 

System Charge multiple devices during daytime   ü 

System Charge multiple devices simultaneously during 

daytime   

ü 

System Charge max number of devices simultaneously 

during daytime   

ü 

System Running and using the system for 24 hours ü 
 

Table 16 System Level and functionality Tests performed 
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All tests performed on the system ensured that the system is functioning properly at 

all aspects of the design. Limited time didn’t allow for further tests at the installation 

site and thus were not performed. However it is not expected that moving the 

charging station to the installation site should change any of the criteria of the system.    
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Project Management  

 

At the beginning of the design phase of this project, risks that might be 

encountered were discussed and analyzed. Alternative solutions to those risks were 

planned in order to successfully complete the project. The risk assessment at the start 

of the project is shown in the next figure. 

Risk Assessment  

 

 

 

 

     

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above figure is a demonstration of possible risks that could occur, along 

with proposed solution for each. First there is the risk of not finding the components 

locally. In such a case components need to be purchased from outside of Saudi 

Arabia. Yet this would pose shipping delays on the time line of the project.  

 

Thus plan would be to attempt to find all components needed for the project from the 

local market. In case that certain components are not available in the local market or 

Financial Funds 

Missing 

components 

In case we couldn't find a sponsor; 

a squeezed-size prototype will be 

presented, and cheaper 

components will be purchased to 

run the system. 

Will try to avoid this since the 

beginning by purchasing local 

components. 

Risk#1 

Risk#2 

 

Figure 67 Risk Assessment 
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do not meet our high quality criterion, they will be ordered from overseas suppliers. 

The team intends to obtain all components early enough in order to avoid any 

unaccounted delays from affecting the deadline of the project.  

 

Second is the risk of not obtaining the financial funds needed for the completion of 

the project or exceeding the expected amount. We will be applying for different 

grants on and off campus. In case we couldn't find a sponsor, the team will attempt to 

build a small-size prototype. In addition cheaper components might be purchased to 

complete and run the system. 

 

Station Maintenance & Operation 

 

For efficient performance of every solar power station, adequate maintenance 

practices are essential. As the smart station becomes old, operations and maintenance 

become more important for sustainable performance of the station (Robinson et al., 

2014). Maintenance of the station will be arranged for continued benefits to the 

mobile device users. The team will collaborate with local solar engineer experts to 

define and facilitate the maintenance practices of the station. 

 

  In the first place, the solar cells must be in a good working condition to 

warrant reliable performance. In dust, solar engineers recommend frequent 

inspections to ensure that grime, debris, and dirt do not restrict the capacity of the 

solar panels to absorb energy (19). Cleaning the panels ensures high efficiency and 

saves energy. It could be done manually or automatically. One of the easiest ways to 

clean solar panels concerns rinsing the dust with the use of water alone. Alternatively, 
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using spong and soapy water. More advance methods includes brushes or high 

pressure to shake the dust off. It would be recommended for advance designs but will 

not be used at the first design. 

 Battery life depends on its upstream time, regular inspection of electrolyte levels and 

the status of the charge. Cleaning the battery terminals to avoid short circuit, and to 

avoid total discharge of the solar batteries, as recharging them to their original states 

might be impossible. To be precise, battery discharge to less than 85 percent of its 

capacity is disadvantageous. Therefore, the maintenance team should utilize voltmeter 

to check the state of the battery charge (17). 

Cost  

Estimated Material Costs 

Item Quantity Price Picture 

Arduino (Uno) 1 29.95 $ 

 

Solar charge 
controller  1 120 $ 

 

Solar panel 1 105.5 $ 

 

Battery (Lead acid) 
12V 1 90 $ 

 

Kindle (Paperwhite 
type) 4 4×119.99 $ = 479.96 

$ 
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12V DC LED 1 12.69 $ 

 

Soldering wire 1 3.5 $ 

 

Soldering Iron 1 10.5 $ 

 

2 × USB plate 
coupler outlet socket 

panel 
4 4×11.19 $ = 44.75 $ 

 

Construction 1 10,000$ 

 
Total = 10,896.85 $ 

 

Table 17 Estimated cost of Components at the start of the project 

Actual Cost of The project 

Item Quantity Price Picture 

Solar charge 
controller  1 70 $ 

 
 

 

PV panel with 100 
watts maximum 

output power 
1 110 $ 

 

Battery (Lead acid) 
12V 1 80 $ 
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Kindle (Paperwhite 
type) 4 4×119.99 $ = 

479.96 $ 

 

12V DC LED 1 12.69 $ 

 

Soldering wire 1 3.5 $ 

 

Soldering Iron 1 10.5 $ 

 
Dual 12V to 5V DC 

converter with 

female USB ending 

 

4 4×16 $ = 64 $ 
 

Cigarette lighter 

socket extension 

with ON/OFF 

switch  

 

2 2×14.67 $ = 29.3 $ 

 

Construction 1 10,000$ 

 
Total = 10,859.95 $ 
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Timeline 

 
Task Name Start Date End Date Duration Owner 

No. Electrical System 10/13/16 12/26/16 75d   

1 Buy material 10/13/16 10/20/16 8d   

2 
Update system design based on 

bought material 
10/21/16 11/12/16 23d   

3 
Proof system design to avoid 

material damage 
11/13/16 11/19/16 7d   

4 Build System 11/20/16 11/29/16 10d   

5 
Commissioning and trouble 

shooting 
11/30/16 12/13/16 14d   

6 System integration 12/14/16 12/22/16 9d   

7 Final electrical testing 12/23/16 12/26/16 4d   

 
Station Structure 10/21/16 12/12/16 53d   

8 
Software and printer 

configuration 
10/21/16 10/27/16 7d   

9 Structure Design 10/28/16 11/17/16 21d   

10 Buy raw material 11/18/16 11/24/16 7d   

11 Cut raw material 11/25/16 12/1/16 7d   

12 Construct design 12/2/16 12/11/16 10d   

13 Test rigidity 12/12/16 12/12/16 1d   

14 Final system evaluation 12/27/16 12/31/16 5d   

15 
Final report writing and 

presentation 
12/23/16 1/5/17 14d   

 

Table 18 Prototype timeline 
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Gantt Chart 

 

Figure 68 Gantt Table representation of timeline for student -1 (Mashail) 

 
 

Figure 69 Gantt Table representation of timeline for student -2 (Nojood) 
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Figure 70 Gantt Table representation of timeline for student -3 (Salma) 

 

Constraints and Challenges  

 

During the implementation of the system we found that the controller 

available in the local market is designated for lighting purposes only. However we 

managed to work with this challenge and custom-make-it to work for our project. We 

used the available controller capability to provide a required function for light 

detection instead for adding another controller and light detector, (Arduino Uno) as 

was planned previously. 

 

Another constrain was that making a real-life model must be built on location. For 

now it is very expensive to the group to build the overall structure at Effat University 

campus. However, we have the electrical system working as required. Also, the 

weight of the structure of the project is expected to be heavy and difficult to be moved 

from one location to another. In addition, we cannot take the system to operate 

smoothly in north areas, without adjustments and replacement of some components.  
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Lead Acid battery does not explode with overhearing. This was one of the main 

reasons for its selection. However, the liquid inside the Lead Acid battery is acid, and 

it is a hazardous material that can burn your skin or damage the property if spilled. 

Thus for safety, we picked a sealed battery so it doesn't spill. Also, it is should be kept 

away from children and metallic elements to prevent accidental short circuit that 

could cause fire.  

 

We managed to use the voltage produced by the panel to reflect the ambient light 

condition instead of a light detector. In addition, we managed to use the available PV 

controller instead of the Arduino Uno to control the lighting. This causes a reduction 

in cost. In our case, for Effat University we don’t currently use the station at night, 

thus it is possible to eliminate the battery as we don’t need to store energy for 

nighttime use. However the controller needs to be changed if no battery is used in the 

system.  

 

To reduce the cost, original plan was to purchase all high quality components from 

the local market in order to cut shipping expenses. Also, we planned to have paper-

based ads mounted on the station which would generate financial benefits and acts as 

income source for maintaining and servicing the station. 

 

Also, electrical components of the project needs to be insulated from durst and rain to 

avoid damage and any causes of short circuits. Thus, an additional cover is required to 

protect the station.  
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Conclusion 

 

In the past decade, advancement in technology has increased the 

manufacturing of mobile devices and other gadgets that depend on internal battery 

power. Battery recharging is one of the most discussed issues about these devices. 

Evidently, it requires a solution that goes with the fast pace lifestyle, and the 

technology development. From there, the concept of designing and building a Green 

Smart Library Station arised. 

 

Worldwide, there are many public stations that provide either intellectual or technical 

value. The Green Smart Public Library Station is the first to combine both together in 

an ecofriendly environment. Such a station would be very beneficial to the public and 

can be used in various places. This includes hospitals, mosques, universities, and 

beaches, etc.  

The team intended to combine providing public phone charging service along with a 

digital library for the first time in a smart station. The station aimed to develop 

electrical system design with smart and modern solutions. The station utilizes solar 

energy to power to run its services. Accurate energy and power calculations were 

performed by creating digital simulation programs on Matlab. The station delivers 

green solutions by utilizing renewable energy and digital books. 

 

Many challenges were encountered in the process of bringing the station to 

realization. Components availability, shipping delays, funding, were some of the 

challenges that required prompt action from the team. The team responded to all 
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challenges by acting on alternative solutions to each issue and modifying the design to 

accommodate the alternative solution into providing the design specifications.  

 

The electrical system of the station was implemented successfully. Various tests were 

performed. Tests were performed for each electrical component and for the system as 

a whole. Tests revealed that the system successfully met all functionality design 

specifications.   

 

High cost of building the physical structure of the station and lack of funding 

prevented the team from building it. In addition a prototype size of the physical 

structure proved to be heavy and very difficult to be moved by the team from one 

location to another. 

 

 

Lack of providing a physical structure of the station (seating and shade) doesn’t affect 

the functionality of the electrical system of the station whatsoever. The team did not 

lose any electrical engineering experience out of this issue.  
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Biweekly and Meeting minutes 

Green Smart Library Station Library 
Station  

Student Name: 
MB Mashail Bakolka 

Fall 2016 - ECE Capstone Design Project -2 NA Nojood Almayouf 
Supervisor: Prof. Mohamed Shehata SA Salma Alghafis 

 
	   	   	   	   	  

# 

Fr
om

 

T
o Meetings Minutes 

St
ud

en
t 

Personal Tasks Records 

1 

18
-S

ep
-1

6 

1-
O

ct
-1

6 Team members met the supervisor 
to proofreading and edit capstone 
(1)  final report - finalize capstone 

(1) presentation 

MB Proofread/edit capstone (1) report 

NA Finalize capstone (1) presentation 

SA Proofread/edit capstone (1) report 

2 

2-
O

ct
-1

6 

15
-O

ct
-1

6 

Both team members and the 
supervisor met Ms Aikaterini 

Spyropoulou for external 
collaboration with Siemens to 
implement the prototype of the 

capstone project - Team members 
met with Effat University Internal 

Research Grants coordinator to 
officially start the application 

MB Write the application for Effat University 
Internal Research Grants 

NA Write sponsors proposal for external 
collaboration with Siemens 

SA 
Meet Effat architecture students and 

outreach external professional architects to 
finalize the proposed structure 

3 

16
-O

ct
-1

6 

29
-O

ct
-1

6 

Capstone (1) final presentation to 
Effat faculty - Both team members 
and supervisor disscused how to 
program Declination Angle in 

MATLAB - Disscused looking for 
national/international conferences 
to deploy the capstone project idea 

to the public community - Got 
admitted to the first phase of Effat 

University Internal Research Grants  

MB 

Indepth search to understand how to 
program and calculate the Declination 

Angle using different methods and 
assumptions in MATLAB 

NA 

Applied for both KAUST WEP 
International Undergraduate Poster 

competition and Prince Sultan 
Undergraduate Poster Competition - 

Follow-up with Ms Aikaterini Spyropoulou 
for external collaboration with Siemens 

SA 

Applied for Saudi Arabia Smart Grid 
Conference (SASG 2016) - Outreach Effat 

University VPD students to film an 
introductory video about the capstone 

project - Follow-up with Effat architecture 
students 

4 

30
-O

ct
-1

6 

12
-N

ov
-1

6 

Finalize how calculate the 
Declination Angle using different 

methods and assumptions in 
MATLAB - Disscused how to 
Calculate the maximum and 

minimum total Energy generated 
using Stationary Panels in 

MATLAB - Suggested hardware 

MB 
Program and calculate the Declination 

Angle using different methods and 
assumptions in MATLAB - Program and 
Calculating the maximum and minimum 
total Energy generated using Stationary 
Panels - List all the components to be 

purchased 
NA 
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components to be purchased -  
Saudi Arabia Smart Grid 
Conference (SASG 2016) 

acceptance  

SA 

5 

13
-N

ov
-1

6 

26
-N

ov
-1

6 
Received some components - 

Discussed alternative 
components/approaches to be able 

to finish the project on-time -
KAUST WEP International 

Undergraduate Poster competition 
acceptance 

MB 
Finalize the required components to be 

purchased + Re-edit and enhance capstone 
(1) final report for the ABET accreditation 

NA 
Finalize and submission of the Saudi Arabia 

Smart Grid Conference (SASG 2016) 
poster - Purchase local components 

SA 
Purchased an american-made Solar panel 

and its means online - Components tracking 
and find alternatives 

6 

27
-N

ov
-1

6 

10
-D

ec
-1

6 Hardware updates - Discussed an 
alternative plan to solder the PV, as 

the accompanying cable was not 
delivered. 

MB 
Outreach carpenters for the design and 

sizing the prototype - Fix MATLAB bugs 
for the previous calculation 

NA Hands-on building the prototype - 
Soldering the PV - Outreach local Solar 

Shops to find alternative PV cables.  SA 

7 

11
-D

ec
-1

6 

24
-D

ec
-1

6 

Discuss different approaches and 
methods for testing the components 

health 

MB Discharging the battery using light and 
check the voltage - charging the battery and 
check the voltage- checking the voltage and 
current (for PV in different lightings) 12.6-

11.8 NA 

SA 
Indepth understaning of how our controller 

works - testing extension, LED function 
based on external lighting and USB outlets 

8 

25
-D

ec
-1

6 

7-
Ja

n-
17

 

Discuss different approaches and 
methods for testing the overall 

system functionality - Capstone II 
Final Presentaion ( (Duke 

representative visit) -  Effat 
University Internal Research Grants 

recommendations - Finalize and 
submit the prototype 

MB 

Project Constraints - Following up with 
Salco &þ Gtek & Rokny Companie for 

their sponsorship - Review Effat University 
Internal Research Grants comments  

NA 
Running system for 24hrs - Testing Battery 

Charging - Preparing the long-term 
implementation plan 

SA 

Charging loads (single and multiple devices 
charging simultaneously) "up to 6 devices" 
- calculating the charging percentage per 

minute - Working on the cost analysis  

9 

8-
Ja

n-
17

 

21
-J

an
-1

7 Final Exams - Capstone II  
documents submission deadline - 
Develop and improve the finished 

prototype 

MB 
Finalizing the carpenters structure -  

Finishing-up the report and Biweekly 
reports 

NA 

SA 

10 

22
-J

an
-1

7 

4-
Fe

b-
17

 

Follow up with Effat University 
Internal Research Grants 

coordinator for the upcoming cycle 
submission 

MB 
Editing the project proposal to re-apply for 
the 2nd cycle of Effat University Internal 

Research Grants (Spring 2017) 
NA 

SA 
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MATLAB Simulation  

Progrm 1 

clc 
clear all 
close all 
Latitude= 21.2854;       % latitude (Degrees) for Jeddah 
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours) 
xlabel ('Day of the year','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
ylabel ('Number of hours','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
title('Hours of daylight and Nighttime (in Jeddah) 
','fontweight','bold','fontsize',15) 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
min_day_hours = min(daylight_hours) 
max_day_hours = max(daylight_hours) 
  
min_night_hours = min(night_hours) 
max_night_hours = max(night_hours) 
  
% For Riyadh 
Latitude= 24.7136;       % latitude (Degrees) for Riyadh  
  
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
  
figure 
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours) 
xlabel ('Day of the year','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
ylabel ('Number of hours','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
title('Hours of daylight and Nighttime (in Riyadh) 
','fontweight','bold','fontsize',15) 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
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min_day_hours = min(daylight_hours) 
max_day_hours = max(daylight_hours) 
  
min_night_hours = min(night_hours) 
max_night_hours = max(night_hours) 
  
% For Dammam  
Latitude= 26.3927;       % latitude (Degrees) for Dammam  
  
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
  
figure 
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours) 
xlabel ('Day of the year','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
ylabel ('Number of hours','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
title('Hours of daylight and Nighttime (in Dammam) 
','fontweight','bold','fontsize',15) 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
min_day_hours = min(daylight_hours) 
max_day_hours = max(daylight_hours) 
  
min_night_hours = min(night_hours) 
max_night_hours = max(night_hours) 
  
% For Tabuk 
Latitude= 28.3835;       % latitude (Degrees) for Tabuk  
  
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
  
figure 
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours) 
xlabel ('Day of the year','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
ylabel ('Number of hours','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
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title('Hours of daylight and Nighttime (in Tabuk) 
','fontweight','bold','fontsize',15) 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
min_day_hours = min(daylight_hours) 
max_day_hours = max(daylight_hours) 
  
min_night_hours = min(night_hours) 
max_night_hours = max(night_hours) 
  
% For Jizan  
Latitude= 16.8894;       % latitude (Degrees) for Jizan  
  
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
  
figure 
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours) 
xlabel ('Day of the year','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
ylabel ('Number of hours','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
title('Hours of daylight and Nighttime (in Jizan) 
','fontweight','bold','fontsize',15) 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
min_day_hours = min(daylight_hours) 
max_day_hours = max(daylight_hours) 
  
min_night_hours = min(night_hours) 
max_night_hours = max(night_hours) 
  
% For Cairo 
  
Latitude= 30.0444;       % latitude (Degrees) for Cairo  
  
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
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figure 
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours) 
xlabel ('Day of the year','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
ylabel ('Number of hours','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
title('Hours of daylight and Nighttime (in Cairo) 
','fontweight','bold','fontsize',15) 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
min_day_hours = min(daylight_hours) 
max_day_hours = max(daylight_hours) 
  
min_night_hours = min(night_hours) 
max_night_hours = max(night_hours) 
  
  
% For New York 
  
Latitude= 40.7128;       % latitude (Degrees) for  New York  
  
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
  
figure 
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours) 
xlabel ('Day of the year','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
ylabel ('Number of hours','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
title('Hours of daylight and Nighttime (in  New York) 
','fontweight','bold','fontsize',15) 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
min_day_hours = min(daylight_hours) 
max_day_hours = max(daylight_hours) 
  
min_night_hours = min(night_hours) 
max_night_hours = max(night_hours) 
  
% For Sweden 
  
Latitude= 60.1282;       % latitude (Degrees) for  Sweden 
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days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
  
figure 
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours) 
xlabel ('Day of the year','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
ylabel ('Number of hours','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12) 
title('Hours of daylight and Nighttime (in  Sweden) 
','fontweight','bold','fontsize',15) 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
min_day_hours = min(daylight_hours) 
max_day_hours = max(daylight_hours) 
  
min_night_hours = min(night_hours) 
max_night_hours = max(night_hours) 
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Program 2 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
 
Latitude= 21.5;       % latitude (Degrees) 
pan_max=100;             % Solar Panel Max rated output (watts 
hour)  
  
fprintf('\n***************************************************
*'); 
fprintf('\n***************************************************
*\n'); 
  
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
  
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours ) 
xlabel 'Day of the year' 
ylabel 'Hours of day light' 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
  
% Declination Angle calculation 
% Method 1 
declin1=23.45 * sin(( days+284) * 360*pi/180/365) 
% Method 2 
% gam=2*pi/365.*(days-1+((hour-12)/24)) % Fractional year in 
radians 
gam=2*pi/365.*(days-1); % Fractional year in radians at noon 
declin2=0.006918-0.399912*cos(gam)+0.070257*sin(gam)-
0.006758*cos(2.*gam)... 
    +0.000907*sin(2.*gam)-
0.002697*cos(3.*gam)+0.00148*sin(3.*gam); 
declin2=declin2*180/pi 
% Method 3 
si1=23.45;   % si1 is the angle of inclination of the spin 
axis of the Earth 
% with the plane of its orbit, approximately 23.5° 
declin3= asind(sind(23.45)*sind(360*((days-81)/365.25))); 
  
figure; 
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plot(days,declin1,days,declin2,days,declin3) 
title 'Declination Angle at noon time' 
ylabel 'Declination Angle in degrees' 
xlabel 'Day os the year' 
legend 'Method 1' 'Method 2' 'Method 3' 
  
% ** Stationary Solar Panels 
% ** The zenith is set to 90.833° 
% ** Single Day 
delta=1/60;  %** every minute 
anglestep=(90.833+90.833)./(daylight_hours); 
min_enrgy=1e99; 
max_enrgy=-1e99; 
dd=100 
count=0; 
pan_rgy=[]; 
xx=[]; 
panel_enrgy=0; 
for DayMins=0:delta:daylight_hours(dd) 
    ang=-90.833+DayMins*anglestep(dd); 
    SolEnrgy_ratio=cosd(declin1(dd))*cosd(ang); 
    if SolEnrgy_ratio < 0 
        SolEnrgy_ratio=0; 
    end 
    panel_enrgy=panel_enrgy+SolEnrgy_ratio*pan_max*delta; 
    count=count+1; 
    xx(count)=DayMins; 
    yy(count)=panel_enrgy; 
    pan_rgy(count)=panel_enrgy; 
end 
if  panel_enrgy<=min_enrgy 
    [dd,min_enrgy,panel_enrgy]; 
    min_enrgy=panel_enrgy; 
    xx_min=xx; 
    pan_rgy_min=pan_rgy; 
elseif panel_enrgy>=max_enrgy 
    max_enrgy=panel_enrgy; 
    xx_max=xx; 
    pan_rgy_max=pan_rgy; 
end 
[xx;yy]' 
figure; 
plot(xx,yy) 
xlabel 'daylight hours' 
ylabel 'Amount of energy generated watt-hour' 
title 'Total Energy generated using Stationary Panels' 
grid on 
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% ** Stationary Solar Panels 
% ** For the special case of sunrise or sunset, 
% ** The zenith is set to 90.833° 
delta=1/60;  %** every minute 
anglestep=(90.833+90.833)./(daylight_hours); 
min_enrgy=1e99; 
max_enrgy=-1e99; 
for dd=1:365 
    count=0; 
    pan_rgy=[]; 
    xx=[]; 
    panel_enrgy=0; 
    for DayMins=0:delta:daylight_hours(dd) 
        ang=-90.833+DayMins*anglestep(dd); 
        SolEnrgy_ratio=cosd(declin1(dd))*cosd(ang); 
        if SolEnrgy_ratio < 0 
            SolEnrgy_ratio=0; 
        end 
        panel_enrgy=panel_enrgy+SolEnrgy_ratio*pan_max*delta; 
        count=count+1; 
        xx(count)=DayMins; 
        pan_rgy(count)=panel_enrgy; 
    end 
    if  panel_enrgy<=min_enrgy 
        [dd,min_enrgy,panel_enrgy]; 
        min_enrgy=panel_enrgy; 
        xx_min=xx; 
        pan_rgy_min=pan_rgy; 
    elseif panel_enrgy>=max_enrgy 
        max_enrgy=panel_enrgy; 
        xx_max=xx; 
        pan_rgy_max=pan_rgy; 
    end 
end 
figure; 
plot(xx_min,pan_rgy_min,xx_max,pan_rgy_max) 
xlabel 'daylight hours' 
ylabel 'Amount of energy generated watt-hour' 
title 'Total Energy generated using Stationary Panels' 
legend 'Minimum' 'Maximum' 
grid on 
  
pan_rgy_min 
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Program 3 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
  
usage=0.15;            % 25 percent 
margin=0.05; 
  
Latitude= 21.5;       % latitude (Degrees) 
  
pan_max=150;             % Solar Panel Max rated output (watts 
hour) 
  
fprintf('\n***************************************************
*'); 
fprintf('\n***************************************************
*\n'); 
  
days=[1:365]; 
PP=asin(0.39795*cos(0.2163108+2*atan(0.9671396*tan(0.0086*(day
s-186))))); 
daylight_hours=24-
(24/pi)*acos((sin(0.8333*3.14159/180)+sin(Latitude... 
    *3.14159/180).*sin(PP))./cos(Latitude*pi/180).*cos(PP)); 
night_hours=24-daylight_hours; 
  
plot(days,daylight_hours,days,night_hours ) 
xlabel 'Day of the year' 
ylabel 'Hours of day light' 
legend 'Daylight Hours' 'Nighttime Hours' 
grid on 
  
  
% Declination Angle calculation 
% Method 1 
declin1=23.45 * sin(( days+284) * 360*pi/180/365) 
% Method 2 
% gam=2*pi/365.*(days-1+((hour-12)/24)) % Fractional year in 
radians 
gam=2*pi/365.*(days-1); % Fractional year in radians at noon 
declin2=0.006918-0.399912*cos(gam)+0.070257*sin(gam)-
0.006758*cos(2.*gam)... 
    +0.000907*sin(2.*gam)-
0.002697*cos(3.*gam)+0.00148*sin(3.*gam); 
declin2=declin2*180/pi 
% Method 3 
si1=23.45;   % si1 is the angle of inclination of the spin 
axis of the Earth 
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% with the plane of its orbit, approximately 23.5? 
declin3= asind(sind(23.45)*sind(360*((days-81)/365.25))); 
  
figure; 
plot(days,declin1,days,declin2,days,declin3) 
title 'Declination Angle at noon time' 
ylabel 'Declination Angle in degrees' 
xlabel 'Day os the year' 
legend 'Method 1' 'Method 2' 'Method 3' 
  
% ** Stationary Solar Panels 
% ** The zenith is set to 90.833? 
% ** Single Day 
delta=1/60;  %** every minute 
anglestep=(90.833+90.833)./(daylight_hours); 
% min_enrgy=1e99; 
% max_enrgy=-1e99; 
dd=100 
count=0; 
pan_rgy=[]; 
xx=[]; 
panel_enrgy=0; 
for DayMins=0:delta:daylight_hours(dd) 
    ang=-90.833+DayMins*anglestep(dd); 
    SolEnrgy_ratio=cosd(declin1(dd))*cosd(ang); 
    if SolEnrgy_ratio < 0 
        SolEnrgy_ratio=0; 
    end 
    panel_enrgy=panel_enrgy+SolEnrgy_ratio*pan_max*delta; 
    count=count+1; 
    xx(count)=DayMins; 
    yy(count)=panel_enrgy; 
    pan_rgy(count)=panel_enrgy; 
end 
  
[xx;yy]' 
figure; 
plot(xx,yy) 
xlabel 'daylight hours' 
ylabel 'Amount of energy generated watt-hour' 
title 'Total Energy generated using Stationary Panels' 
grid on 
  
  
% ** Stationary Solar Panels 
% ** For the special case of sunrise or sunset, 
% ** The zenith is set to 90.833? 
delta=1/60;  %** every minute 
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anglestep=(90.833+90.833)./(daylight_hours); 
min_enrgy=1e99; 
max_enrgy=-1e99; 
for dd=1:365 
    count=0; 
    pan_rgy=[]; 
    xx=[]; 
    panel_enrgy=0; 
    for DayMins=0:delta:daylight_hours(dd) 
        ang=-90.833+DayMins*anglestep(dd); 
        SolEnrgy_ratio=cosd(declin1(dd))*cosd(ang); 
        if SolEnrgy_ratio < 0 
            SolEnrgy_ratio=0; 
        end 
        panel_enrgy=panel_enrgy+SolEnrgy_ratio*pan_max*delta; 
        count=count+1; 
        xx(count)=DayMins; 
        pan_rgy(count)=panel_enrgy; 
    end 
    if  panel_enrgy<=min_enrgy 
        [dd,min_enrgy,panel_enrgy]; 
        min_enrgy=panel_enrgy; 
        xx_min=xx; 
        pan_rgy_min=pan_rgy; 
        daymin=dd; 
    end 
    if panel_enrgy>=max_enrgy 
        max_enrgy=panel_enrgy; 
        xx_max=xx; 
        pan_rgy_max=pan_rgy; 
        daymax=dd; 
    end 
end 
figure; 
plot(xx_min,pan_rgy_min,xx_max,pan_rgy_max) 
xlabel 'daylight hours' 
ylabel 'Amount of energy generated watt-hour' 
title 'Total Energy generated using Stationary Panels' 
legend 'Minimum' 'Maximum' 
grid on 
 
 
 




